SOLDER FUMES EXTRACTORS.

COMPACT & PORTABLE SOLDER FUMES EXTRACTION & FILTERATION SYSTEM FOR HAND SOLDERING, WAVE SOLDERING & RE-FLOW OVEN FUMES & PROTECTS USERS FROM INHALING HAZARDOUS FUMES AND MICRON DUST PARTICLES.

www.apzem.com

E-mail : sales@apzem.com
Phone : 044-26580258
APZEM Soldering Fume Extractors are specially designed Fume Extractors with up to Three stage of filtrations to effectively capture and filter hazardous solder fumes and micron dust particles. We have complete line of Solder fumes extractors for single user, two user and multi user configurations as well as for Wave Soldering and Reflow ovens.

**FEATURES**
1. Highly portable and light weight
2. Low maintenance
3. Quiet Operation
4. Easy Filter Change provision.
5. Sturdy construction
6. Flow Control.

**APPLICATIONS**
1. Hand soldering
2. Wave soldering
3. Reflow ovens
4. Selective Soldering
5. Desoldering
6. Lead Free Soldering

**ADVANTAGE**
1. Long life
2. Compact design
3. Low noise levels
4. High vacuum pumps
5. Relatively higher efficiency
6. Three stages of filtration

**TECHNICAL DATA**

**APZEM SFX20**: Very Affordable Table top soldering fume extractor for low soldering applications.

**APZEM SFX30**: Tabletop Soldering Fume Extractor with larger extraction hood covering larger effective work area.

**APZEM SFX55**: Single User Table top soldering fume extractor with three stage filtration and higher extraction volume.

**APZEM AFX100**: Single User Soldering Fume Extractor with Extraction Arm for Medium to high Productive Applications.

**APZEM SFX200**: Two user Soldering Fume Extractor with Extraction Arm for Medium to high Productive Applications.

**FOR QUICK QUOTATION**
**CALL**: +91-9789066648

**LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR:**

Reg. Office:
No. 7, New street, Arjuna Nagar, Thirumullaivoyal, Chennai -600 062.
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